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nd Ki 11 us in their new book, THE POLITICAL WEB OF AMERICAN

SCHOOLS (1), that the tie between the school and the political sy tem is

reciprocal, and that the myth of the apolitical school is one that stands in

the way of understanding the nature of this relationship.

That schools are "political institutions" comes as no surprise to you,

I am sure. Most informed citizens and educators ouickly learn that educational

decision-making is a type of political behavior.

Of course some educators learn more slowly than others. Take Jonathan

Kozol's now famous firing from the Boston Public Schools for example. You

probably remember from his book, DEATH AT AN EARLY AGE (2), that Kozol read

poems-to his Black students by Langston Hughes that were not on the district's

"approved list." He also read "Stopping by Moods on a Snowy Evening" by Robert

Frost to the same children. It's not that this latter poem is especially

political -- it happens to be on the "sixth grade list" and Kozol was teaching

fourth graders. According to Kozol, he was fired for engaging in the political

act of "curriculum deviation."

What happens when the curriculum dilviates and the teacher doesn't? Irving

Horowitz examined introductory sociology textbooks used in American colleges

since the turn of the century and concluded that even social science taught on

the college level is influenced by the vicissitudes of American politics.

According to Horowitz, such compendiums mirror the ideology of the period in which

they are written rather than any fundamental continuities in social science.

hastened to add, however, that his observation "...is not intended to discredit

the idea of sociology as a science, only to credit the idea of sociology as an

ideology." (_ p 51)

I doubt if-Horowitz's findings and conclusions are-any._ more surprisln
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than those of Wirt and Kirst. After all revisionism is the stock and trade

of graduate courses in historiography, and _e would the "new social studies"

be without the concepts of mind-sot and frame of reference?

in recent years there has been increasing pressure for elementary and

secondary social studies materials -- especially te -ooks --for a more

realistic portrayal of the complexities and problems that exist in our society.

The persistent attention to the way racial and ethnic minorities are presented

in textbooks has brought about more realistic and favorable treatments of these

groups. Lately the spokeswomen for the Women's Liberation Movement have taken

up the fight for better treatment in textbooks.

The very first issue of a new journal called WOMEN: A JOURNAL OF. LIBERATION

( ) devoted two articles to the ways textbooks "channel" and stifle the person-

alities of young girls. Even Gloria Steinem saw fit to comment on textbooks in

a new book she co-authored with the female psychologist Phyllis Chester. Their

book is about that famous comic-book heroine "Wonder Woman," and according to

Ms. Steinem,

"If we had all read more about Wondor Woman
and less about Dick and Jane, the aew wave
of the feminist revolution might have
happened less painfully. And sooner." (5)

In the hope of putting "Dick and Jane" to rest for good let me turn to

one more hero of the comics called .Doonesbury. The cartoonist who creates

Tbonesbury" is a student a `.'ale who has no doubt read his share of textbooks.

In one of his comic strips we see a white college student named Michael entering

the home of a Black family named Jackson to help their young son Rufus with his

homework. The dialogue went as follows:

"Hi, you little rascal." (says Michael)

"Hi, you gross baboon." (Rufus replies)



"O.K., Let's get g_ n " (says Michael)

"See Jane run, Dick, see her..." (reads Rufus)

(Rufus pauses, then says)

"Man, I MUST protest! I can't read this trash!

Dick and Jane are IMPOSSIBLE to relate to...

Dick and Jane aren't helping me come to grips with a

sense of selfworth. This is very important for me

as a little kid growing up in the ghetto.

As professor Kenneth Clark once wrote! 'Black

children who are consistently rejected understandably

begin to question whether they deserve no more respect

from the larger society.'

I think in the light of all this, I should knock off

Pt
for the day and go outside and reassert by Black

identity."

(Rufus sits back and smiles broadly at Michael.)

(Michael sits stony-faced then says )

"Nice try, Sweetheart."

"Go, Spot you crazy dog, go!" (reads Rufus

I recently completed a research, project in which I examined a large sample

of social studies textbooks being used across the country in grades three, five

and nine, and while I found almost no examples of the lil y-white well-scrubbed

Dick and Jane books of the past I did find a consensus oriented, conflict free

model of society dominating virtually every text.

Time doesn't permit me to discuss all the literature that convinced me

that textbooks should help children to understand and deal with social conflict=

Let me-simply say that there is a growing body of research that indicates that
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children fo II basic political attitudes early in their elementary school years --

11 not before -- and that social studies education can do very little to change

stereotypic thinking or basic political attitudes at the high school level.

At the same e cumulative research indicates that many young Americans neither

understand or support our basic constitutional liberties. I feel I must also

add, however, that recent research done by Zellamn and Sears indicates that

both political knowledge and attitudes -- such as acceptance of political conflict

and tolerance for civil liberties -- can le increased by exposing young students

to a more sorilisticated view of social conflict. With this in mind I set out to

dete inr. how well currently used textbooks are contributing to that effort.

Since schools in all societies are charged with promoting national loyal Los

it should not be surprising that they present a positive image of their country.

Therefore when I analyzed social studies textbooks it was the socialization

messages that deal with social defects and problems that were of special interest

to me. In particular I choose to'describe and evaluate the ways in which social

conflict associated with racial, economic, political and ecological policies

and practices are pre',ented to the young reader.

For s-xli research I needed an evaluative instrument that enabled me to do

more than count the number of times social conflict appears in the texts I

analyzed. Since there are no external measures to rate textual treatment of

social conflict, the fact that I found only 1 %, 3% and 2% of the content

mentioning social conflict in texts for grades three, five and nine respectively

didn't really tell me very much. In short, "How much social conflict is enough?"

is essentially a political question.

To avoid relying on my subjective judgment I used a content analysis technique

called evaluative assertion analysis. Content analysis, which has been widely
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used in communication research, is defined as "a phase of information-processing

in which communication content is transformed, through objective systematic

application of categorization rules into data that can be summarized anu

compared." (7)

Evaluative assertion analysis is a special type of content analysis that

enableS you to extract from a message the evaluations being made ofsignificant

concepts. I think it is especially useful for analyzing curriculum materials

because it involves a minimum dependence on the effects of the message on re-

ceivers -- something you can rarely determine anyway -- or on the existing attitudes

of coders -- a variable that can wreck havoc with your reliability coefficients.

Evaluative assertion analysis "derives from the combined application of a

congruity principle of attitude formation and change . . and certain principles

of linguistic analysis." (8) It begins with a sample of "raw" messages as received

from some source -- a description of Martin Luther King's march on Selma for

example -- and ends up with an evaluative scaling of attitude objects as used in

these messages -- such as the attitude.of the author toward the march as indicated

by the language he used to describe it. (8, p. 47)

Briefly, the technique enables the evaluation of an valuative assertion through

the connection of an evaluative term of variable direction and intensity (good, bad,

neglected, loved) to a subject (President Nixon, policeman, duties) by means of a

connector of varying direction and intensity (is, is not may be). To determine

the evaluations of-a subject in a text,- all the evaluative assertions are extracted

from the text and converted into subject-verb-complements.

The application of evaluative assertion analysis involves certain assumptions,

but ones I think most dissertation committees can live with. I'll list these

assumptions to illustrate how the technique works.
(



1. "That attitude objects in messages can be
distinguished from common meaning materiai
by reasonably sophisticated users of Eng-
lish." (8, p 47)
(For example, ATROCITY is bad whereas
people of GOOD WILL is something favorable.

2 "That reasonably sophisticated users of
English can make reliable and valid judg-
ments as to when two alternative constructions
are equivalent or non-eouivalent in meaning."
(8, p 47)

(For example, coders can judge whether or not
(a) VIET CONC TERRORISTS/ are denounced by/
people of GOOD WILL and (b) VIET CONG are
aggressors/ together constitute an adecuate
and sufficient translation of.the evaluative
significance of (c) "People of good will
denounce these Viet Cong terrorists .")

"That reasonably sophisticated users of English
can agree to a satisfactory degree on the
direction and intensity of assertions." (8, p 48)
(We assume that coders Will agree that /X/ are-

ed by /Y/ is a negative assertion of con-
siderable intensity while /X/ may have been /Y/

is a positive assertion of
weak intensity.)

4. "That reasonably sophisticated users of English
can agree on the direction and degree of evalu-
ativeness of common meaning terms. (8, p 48)
For example, /X/ is/ a news item' has zero
evaluativeness, that /X/ is/ a fabricator/ is
ouite negative in evaluation, .that /X/ is
accepted by/ millions of people of good will/
is extremely positive in evaLation, and so forth.

Gross tells us in a recent review of doctoral research done over the past

decade that a plethora of textbook studies have been done, and that what we need

now are improved evaluative instruments to produce significant finding in this

area. (9) I think content analysis techniques like the one I have briefly described

here, and related instruments such as Pratt's "evaluative coefficient analysis" (10)

can be used to produce such findings.

Content analysis can't tell you which political ideology to side with, but it

can help you identify the political assertions contained in curriculum materials so

you can pay your money:and take your pick.
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